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Absorption and Attenuation in Soft Tissues:
&Calibration and Error Analyses
of narrow beamwidths for tissue heating
161. Given the
recognition of these sourcesof error, and the development
of the pulse-decay technique [7], [8] that permits absorption measurements using narrow focused beams and small
tissue samples, it is reasonable to expect some convergence of attenuation and absorption values. This report
derives expressions for the uncertaintiesin attenuation estimates (using phase-insensitive radiation force insertion
loss measurements [g]) and absorption(using pulse-decay
techniques). Assumptions include linear acoustic propagationandtissuepropertiesthatare
homogeneous, isotropic, and closely matched to water. In practice, the most
difficult field parameter to characterize is the peak intensity of focused fields, which must be known precisely to
estimateabsorption.
Wedevelop ahybridcalibration
( 5 l - l m thermotechnique that utilizes planar scanning
couple probes) to obtain main lobe beam shapes. Then,
theory is applied to extrapolate to the sidelobes. Since the
sidelobe energy is noise sensitive but strongly influences
the integration of total intensity, a theoretical extrapolaI. INTRODUCT~ON
tion is found to be more reliable than sidelobe measurements
for fields produced by specially constructed, baffled
HE UNDERLYING mechanisms of ultrasonic attenpiston
sources
with apodizing lenses. Givena reliable caluation,absorption,andscatteringandtheirmagniibration
of
peak
intensities,
an error analysis is derived
tudes in soft tissue are of great relevance to imaging, hyfor
pulse-decay
absorption
measurements,
and typical paperthermia,andtissuecharacterization.Theultrasonic
rameters
are
applied
to
measurements
of
tissue
properties
absorption coefficient of a material characterizes the rate
A
similar
error
analin
the
1-13-MHz
frequency
range.
atwhichacousticenergyisconverted
to localheating,
ysis
for
radiation
force
attenuation
measurements
is
also
loss
whereastheattenuationcoefficientencompassesall
developed
and
applied
using
typical
values
from
relamechanisms, including the scattering or redistribution of
longitudinal waves. Accordingly, absorption can be mea- tively homogeneous samples such as liver tissue. A companion paper [ 101 describes the application of these techsured using embedded thermocouples to register temperniques
in phantom, liver. brain, and muscle tissue.
ature rise, whereas attenuation can be measured using insertionlosstechniques.Literaturevalues
of attenuation
11. ABSORPTION
MEASUREMENTS
and absorption were commonly reported to differ
by a facA . Calibration of Peak Focal Intensity
tor of twoor more [l]-[3], possibly implying a large conAbsorption coefficients are, in the plane wave approxtribution of scattering (of longitudinal waves) to total atimation,
derivedfromtheheatgenerationrateperunit
in the1970’s
tenuation of tissues.However,reports
intensity
in a material. Thus accurate intensity measuredemonstrated how attenuation measurements could be arments
are
required for absorption estimates. When subtificially elevated by phase cancellation effects 141 and the
millimeter
focused
beams are utilized in pulse-decay expresence of bubbles in samples [ 5 ] .Also, absorption meaperiments,
conventional
methodsforintensity
or beam
surements were shown to be artificially lowered
by the use
pattern measurements, such as sphere deflection [l l], or
hydrophone planar scanning [ 121, are unusable because
Manuscript received January 5 , 1987; revised May 13, 1987. This work
under GrantECEwas supported by the NationalScienceFoundation
theprobesizestypicallyexceedthefocalbeamwidths.
8643973.
Thus a new intensity calibration approach is required. A
Theauthors are with theDepartment o f Electrical Engineering. The
methodwasdevelopedthatreliesonthemost
accurate
University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627.
IEEE Log Number 8718128.
and reproducible quantities available.
Abstmct-Error estimations are developed for pulse decay absorption and radiation force insertion loss attenuation measurements. In
absorption measurements, significant difficulty lies with accurate determination of peak intensity, especially where sharply focused beams
are utilized. An intensity calibration is developed based on radiation
force measurement of total power and main lobe beam patterns, using
of ultrasound. The main
embedded thermocouples and short bursts
lobe measurements are highly reproducible, but sidelobes (which heavily influence estimates of total power) are easily corrupted
by noise.
Thus a theoretical extension of the main lobe beam pattern to include
sidelobes is utilized to estimate peak focal intensity. The theory is based
on circular baffled piston sources with apodizing lenses, an ideal condition that was closely approximated in a specially constructed experimental apparatus. The approach enables estimates of peak intensity
in situ with lypical uncertainty of less than five percent and resulting
absorption coefficient uncertainty of 10 percent. Similar analyses of
attenuation measurement uncertainties show that errors of three percent or less a r e possible where repeated measurements of radiation
forceinsertion loss aremadeonrelativelyhomogeneousmaterials.
Comparisons of accurate measurements of both attenuation and absorption coefficients of tissues enable a clearer understanding of the
dominant mechanisms of ultrasound-tissue interaction.
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1 ) Totalacousticoutputderivedfromradiationforce
on an absorber, asmeasured by an electronic microbalance.
2 ) Main lobe beam pattern as measured
by embedded
51-pm
thermojunctions.
Here,
the
temperature
spikesresultingfromshort
( < 80 ms) pulses can
be used to produce an intensity profile with resolution on the order of a few thermocouple diameters
(0.1 mm).
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thus
PT

I
O

-- 7rp

isthedesiredresult,with
P , obtainablefromradiation
force and P derived from curve fit of measured intensity
profiles.
Next, assume that an ideal Bessinc function with scale
factor a describes focal intensity:

However,determination
of
peak
intensity
requires
measurement of acoustic power and the entire beam pattern, side lobes aswell as main lobe. Since side lobe meaIf this Bessinc function is curve fit with amplitude weightsurementsaregenerallynoisecorrupted,themainlobe
ing (to emphasize the fit in the main lobe) to a Gaussian,
beam patterns were curve
fit to theoretical expressions,
then as shown in Fig. 2 , the weighted Gaussian fit essenusing amplitude weighting to emphasize the accurate main
tially ignores energy in the sidelobes of the Bessinc, and
lobe data. In effect, theory is utilized to fill in the uncertherefore the use of (4)willresult in an estimate of Io
tain but influential sidelobe data, thus permitting reliable
which isapproximately13percenttoohigh.Extensive
estimates of peak intensity.
simulations of thetwo-dimensional ( 2 D ) FouriertransThe beam pattern curve fit is based on an analysis of
forms of the apodizing functions shown in Fig. l(b) prothe transducer and lens combination.
The acoustic lens,
like an optical lens , can be called a Fourier device [ 131. vided the following results. When this restricted class of
beam patterns is curve fit with amplitude weighting to a
The focal beam pattern represents the Fourier transform
Gaussian,
therelationshipbetweenpeakintensity,total
of the source. If the acoustic field is produced by an ideal
power,
and
beamwidth is given by
circular baffled piston, the intensity beam pattern
in the
focal
region
of
the
lens
should
havetheshape
of
[ J , ( r ) / r ] *where J, is a Bessel function of order 1, r is
the radial distance, and the function is referred to as the
where
“Bessinc.”Inpractice,
baffled ceramicl-in-diameter
transducers were focused using acrylic lenses, and beam
0.87,
for CY < 2 Np/cm;
patterns were found to lie between Gaussian and Bessinc
weakly apodized source
functions, because attenuating lenses have the additional
effect of apodizing the source. Fig. l(a) is an illustration
0.87 < C
1,
for 2
(Y
Np/cm;
10
of the lens and the apodizing function derived using
ray
C =
moderately apodized source.
theory and the measured attenuation coefficient of acrylic.
Fig. l(b) shows how the lens apodizes the velocity func1,
for CY > 10 Np/cm;
As 01
tion for different values of attenuation (frequency).
highly apodized source
increases,theuniformvelocityfunctionapproachesa
Gaussian, which will Fourier transform to (thus focus to) Thus peak intensity canbe estimated in situ using the same
a Gaussian intensity beam pattern. Therefore, the two ex- thermocouple in tissue to measure the beam pattern,
as
tremes of the possible intensity profilesin the focal region well as the rate of heating or pulse decay absorption exareGaussianandaBessincfunction.Thisprovidesthe
periment.Thisinformation,
plus an independentmeatheoretical basis for our calibration of peak intensity.
surement of total acoustic power (taken for practical reaAssumethefocalintensitydistributionisGaussian
sons
at
proximal
a
plane
then
corrected
for
water
given by
attenuationtothefocalplane)plusanestimateofthe

I

I(,-)

’

=

loe(-‘*/@)

(1)

where P 2! is a measure of beamwidth and Io is the peak
intensity.Inthiscasethepeakintensitycanbesimply
derived from measurements of total acoustic power PT and
beamwidth P :

apodization function, are sufficient for determination of
peak intensity.
Examples of measured beam patterns at 2 and 10 MHz
are given in Fig. 3 , with weighted Gaussian curve fits. A
least-squares-error fit was used that fits the log of the data
to a parabola, using weights proportional to the magnitude of the original data. The 2-MHz pattern shows evidenceofsidelobes,whereasthe
IO-MHz beampattern
sidelobe information is hidden in noise. The use of higher
for increasing
intensities at 10 MHz would be desirable
the signal-to-noise ratio in the sidelobe region but, in this
configuration ( 8-cm focal length), would result in undesirable shock production. In both cases the lens attenua-
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Fig. 1. (a) Ideal circular piston source focused and apodized by attenuating plastic lens. Ray tracing analysis yields the intensity as function of
radial position just after lens.(b) Apodized velocity source function given
ideal l-in-diameter piston source and lens with radius of curvature R =
3.74 cm, and various attenuation coefficients (ALPHA, Np/cm). High
attenuation
coefficients
result
in source
functions
that are
nearly
Gaussian

tion a islessthan 2 Np/cm, so avalue of C = 0.87
would be used in (6) for determination of peak focal intensity.
Whilethetechniquementioned
is restrictedtonearly
ideal baffled apodized symmetric focused beams, it has
been possible to construct and utilize a test facility that
[ 101. The beams
closely approximates these conditions
formed with and without lucite lenses were found
to be
symmetric,andtheeffectivetransducerdiameterswere
nearly 100 percent of the piezoelectric disk diameters[ 151.
Comparisons were made of peak intensity estimated using

the new technique, against predictions from unapodized
diffraction limited focusing theory [13], [l41 and agaifist
sphere deflection estimates at low frequencies where broad
1 /16-in steel sphere.
beam patterns permit the use of a
The new technique produced close agreement ( < 10 percent at 1 MHz) with these other estimates of peak intensity, providing initial validation of the approach.
The uncertainty in estimating peak intensity will be discussed in the next section, but a few comments are germane.Assumingthattheacousticmodelrepresentsthe
experimental apparatus, the uncertainty of Io can be made

le and
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Fig. 2. Least-squares-error curve fit of Gaussian function (dashed) to Bessinc (solid). Amplitude weighting is utilized to emphasize main lobe fit.
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Fig. 3. Measuredbeampatternsat
2 and 10 MHz, withGaussiancurve
fits. Data are measured from 51-pm thermocouples in absorbing rubber
compound. Short pulses ( 50.08S ) of ultrasound result in temperature
spikes that are proportional to intensity. Precision translator axisis used
to scan probe across field.
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quite low sincetotalacousticpowercan
be determined
B. Error in Pulse Decay Absorption Estimates
accuratelyusingasensitivemicrobalancewithaveraging;Theformofsensitivityanalysisforageneralfunction
f ( x , y , z , . ) is
mainlobemeasurementsarehighlyreproducibleusingofseveralvariables
2
axes
positioning
precision
andtheconstant C, whichresultsfromapodization,varies
0; =
a: +
cry’
0:
* *
. (7)
at most between 1 and 0.87, with much less variation over
arestrictedfrequencyrange.Inprinciple,accuracies
of In the case of the pulse decay model, the amplitude abfive percent or lessareachievable,even
in thecaseofsorptioncoefficient
CY is afunctionofseveralquantities
submillimeter
beamwidths.
which will
assumed
be
either
or measured [7], [g].

(g)2 ($j2 + (5) +

-
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percent error of each term (percent E,

[

CY=

( %E,)

r2
(4kt

+ p)]

2

=

( % ETcxp)'+ ( %Eo)'
-4kt

we have

= a,/x)

+ ( %EC)2

(T +

2

1 ) - r2

or
CY = f (Texp,P ,

C , P , 10. rk, ,

Z,

(9)

t)

where Texp
is the thermocouple measurement of temperaspecific
turedecay, p , C , and k arethetissuedensity,
heat, and thermal diffusivity,r is the radial separation bez
tween the thermocouple and the beam focal point, and
is the depth of the thermocouple in a semi-infinite sample.
It is assumed that time t following the ultrasonic pulse is
known with high precision and does not contribute to the
uncertainty in attenuation.
Applying the general error expression to (8) yields

Afterapplyingpartialtermsto
have

(8) andrearranging,we

(!%)
2

(:)2

=

+ (;)2

Texp
-4kt

+

(T +

+ ( "/.Ek?

1 ) - r2

P)']

11

+ P - r2
( 4 k t + p)2

4kt

16k2t2

+

Equation (12) shows the extent to which an errorin any
The multiplying factors
quantity will affect the error in CY.
in each term will either increase or decrease the significance of the particular error.
Equation (12) is a general sensitivity expression which
includes all the terms in the pulse decay model. Of particular interest in the equation are the terms involving Io
and p. Recall from the previous section the method chosen todeterminepeakintensity
in weaklyapodizedfocused fields:
PT(0.87)
no
.

Therefore, the Io dependence in thepulsedecaymodel
can be replaced with the two terms P, and P.
Substituting ( 1 3 ) into (8) andapplyingdifferentiation
results in a modified equation for error in CY:

(%E,? = ( % E T e J 2 + (%E,)'
4kt

+ (%

+ (%Ek,

(11)
where Hn is a Hankel function of 0th order, and the multiplier in" ak term excludes an erf [ z / ( 4 k t ) ' 1 2 ]term becauseoftheweak
( k t ) ' 1 2 dependence. In terms of the

(4kPI

[ [

Io =
2

[

+ ( % E l o , + (%E,?

+ (%E,)'

+p

-

r2

2

+ ( % E,i2 [ ( 4 k : T P ? ]

[ (
16k2t2

4kt

+p

-

(4kt + P )

r2
)2

I.
14)
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TABLE I
ERRORMULTIPLIER
FOR BETATERM“
Independent
Calculation
measurement
of Io

p

=

5

X

lo-’ cm2 (

- I MHz)

r=O
r = 4
r =2 4
0.88
(3 = 3 x IO-’ cm2 ( - 5 M H z )
r=O
r =2
=

I

X

4

0.0033

IO-’ cm2 (

r=O
r = 4
r = 2 4
(k = 0.0015 cm’/s,

- 12 M H z )
0.0008
t = 5 S , all cases)

(4kt/P

0.06

0
0

0.0010
0.0010

0.95

lo

1 4kt (4kt/P

0.39

0.94
0.94

independent
Beta
multiplier
using
error

l?(

0.14
0.59
3.70
0.83
0.84
0.89

r = 4

p

of Io
Using P , and (3

+ 1) + r 2
+ If

Beta error multiplier using P,.and (3
to calculate lo

[ pL (4kr
(4kl/P
+ p +- r ’ ) ] ’

“Sensitivity of pulse decay absorption to errors in beamwidth B ’ / ’ is reduced when beamwidth is used
to calculate peak intensity.

Equation (14) differs from the previous error equation
in
two terms. The term of Z, in the general case has been
P p Also,the
replaced with anidenticalterminvolving
original multiplier of error in /3 has been altered.
Close examination of the new error equation showsthat
the error in a is much less affected by any error in 6, since
deviation from true value affects both the numerator and
(8) in anearlyproportional
intensity(denominator)of
in sensitivitywhen
manner.Table I showsthischange
beamwidth is used to estimate peak intensity. The calculations were performed using representative values at different frequencies. This decreased sensitivity to /3 is one
positive side effect of this method for the determination
of peak intensity.
The error term involving uncertainty in total acoustic
power is, in practice,frequencydependent.Inexperiments the total power applied drops with increasing frequency, as focusing provides greater gain, and higher attenuation
produces
greater
heating.
Thus,
against
a
background of constant mechanical or vibrational noise,
theerror in radiationforcepowermeasurementswill
sharply increase with frequency. Fortunately, power measurements can be made repeatedly and averaged for each
experiment. Statistical theory predicts that averaging can
in a measurement by N I / * ,
decreasethepercenterror
where N is the number of samples taken. Therefore, experimental averaging can be used to reduce the total power
percent errorterm.Fig. 4showsthefrequencydependence of the percent error
in power for typicalexperiments [lo) taken on axis ( r = 0) and off axis ( r =
2/3 l!* where higher powers are typicallyused). Representative power levels range from 3 W at low frequencies to
50 mW at 12 MHz, measured against a noise equivalent

of less than approximately 7 mW. With suitable averaging, the error can be held below3 percent, even for highfrequency low-power experiments.
Fig. 4 also shows the frequency dependence of the multipliers for radius, thermal conductivity, and0percent error terms. Thetypical experimental values of beamwidths
/3 were used in the expressions of (14). The product of
these small multipliers with their respective percent errors
(typically less than five percent) produces negligible contributions to the total error in absorption, except
in the
case of position ( r ) uncertainty in far-off axis experiments
( r = 2/3 l / ’ ) , at low frequencies.
The depth term z in (14) has a multiplier that is independent of frequency but varies with thermocouple depth
parameters
of
as shown in Fig. 5 . Again, typical
k = 1.5 X lop3 cm2/s and t = 5 S wereused in the
calculations, and the product of the small multiplier shown
in Fig. 5 times a small ( 15 percent or less) uncertainty in
thermocouple depth, produces an
insignificantcontribuof (14)
tion to overall uncertainty. Finally, three terms
( Texp,
p , and C ) have no frequency dependence and no
multiplier. A constant percent error of
five percent was
used to represent the uncertainty in thermocouple temper(includingnoiseandcalibrationeraturereading, Texp
rors),andtissuedensityandspecificheat(whichapproachvalues
forwater in tissueswithhighwetidry
weightratios) 1161. Whencombinedaccordingto(14)
with all other error terms, the final result is a relatively
constant percent error in attenuation estimates of approximately ten percent, as shown in Fig. 6. Here, t = 5 S , k
= 1.5 X lop3cm2/s, z = 2 mm wereusedastypical
parameters, and results for on- and off-axis experiments
are shown.In practice, low-frequency off-axis( r = 2/3 l ” )
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Fig. 4. Components of the absorption error equation, for on axis ( r = 0 )
and two off-axis ( r = p ' " , 2 p ' ; ' ) pulse-decay experiments. P is the
percent error in acoustic power measurements, obtained from actual experiments. R , T , and B are square roots of multipliers of percent error i n
radius, thermal diffusivity. and beta, respectively. These three functions
are calculated from sensitivity analysis of pulse-decay equation and are
frequency dependent becausethey depend on beamwidth(3,which sharply
decreases with increasing frequency in our apparatus.

experiments were avoided because of the larger errors,
and the practical complication of large displacements required by large beamwidths.
The principal contributing sources of errors are, there-

fore, from noise in power measurements, and uncertainty
in tissue materials properties. Of these, the tissue-specific
heat uncertainty is most problematic because it cannot be
easily arrived at by the averaging of experimental values
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity of pulse decay absorption to uncertainties inthermocouple depth. Shown is square root of depth error multiplier, as function
of thermocouple location. This term is frequency independent.

with zero mean error. Rather, a single value is typically
assumed based on water specific heat, and any deviations
of tissue from the assumed value will directly bias the
absorption estimate. As better estimates of tissue density
and specific heat become available, the uncertainty in absorption can drop to 7 percent over all frequencies, without further refinement of the experimental technique. The
above discussions assume macroscopically homogeneous
tissue samples. In the case of grossly inhomogeneous or

anisotropic tissues such as brain matteror hind leg muscle
[lo], additionalvariabilitywillinfluencethemeasurements, and the basic models of beam absorption and heat
diffusion may be compromised.
111. ATTENUATION
MEASUREMENTS
The use of radiation force insertion loss measurements
for attenuation is conceptually and experimentally simpler
than absorption measurements. In the former case, colli-
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Fig. 6. Total-percent error in pulse-decay absorption measurements for onaxis ( r = 0 ) andoff-axis ( r = P ’ ” , 20’:’) experiments. Lower uncertainty would be possible with improved values for tissue density and
specific heat.

mated beams may be used, eliminating alignment problems of the sample-thermocouple-focal point.Abroad
collimated beam provides spatial averaging, which is useful for inhomogeneous samples. When reflection artifacts
are eliminated and parallel faced samples are introduced
betweenthesourceand
absorber,theinsertionloss
is
given by
pw

=

Po e - Z A d

(15)

where Pw and Po represent power with sample, and without sample, respectively, A is the amplitude attenuation
coefficient of the material, and d the sample thickness.
Thus
-In

(2)

,4 =

2d
provides the estimate of attenuation given acoustic power
measurements. Since a power ratio
is obtained, it is not
necessarytoutilizetheradiationforceconstant
of 67
mg/W for anormalperfectlyabsorbingradiationforce
“receiver.”
Applying the general error expression to (16) yields
U: =

A2

($)2

+

(&y I(“..)’+ (?>’l.
PW

(l?)

Rearranging to form percent errors gives

(18)
which is the desired result.

The evaluation of these terms as
a function of thickness,attenuation,andfrequency
is not straightforward
because of implicit and/or system-dependentrelationships. For example, it wouldseem as if an increase in
sample thickness d would monotonically decrease attenuationuncertainty.However,assamplethickness
increases, power transmission drops exponentially, and as
the receiver noise floor or resolution floor is approached
the percent Epwterm will increase sharply.
The uncertainty in sample thickness d presents an experimental challenge because soft biological samples are
not rigid and may have irregular surfaces. If rigid containers are used to enforce uniform thickness, the excess
reflection and attenuation effects must be accounted for.
In practice, thin plasticfilm windows have been usedwith
a combination of micrometer and pulse echo techniques
to measure thickness, resulting in 3-6 percent typical uncertainty for 1.5-cm samples [ 101.
A practical use of (18) is to implement the expression
with computer-controlled experimentation [ 101 where averaging over time and over
different sample repositionings
can be used to both improve accuracyof power measurementsandalsocalculatethestatistics.
Withthisinformation, the estimate of attenuation and percent error can
be simultaneously reported.
To illustrate typical results, Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the
measured estimates of percent error, for a 1.5-cm section
of calf liver, with measurements obtained at eight discrete
frequencies between 1 and 13 MHz. At low frequencies,
low attenuation results in a high multiplier of power error
terms. At high frequencies, the transmitted power
is insufficientcompared tonoisebackground,causing
high
of 2 d A apuncertainty. In midrange where the product
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Fig. 7. Components of error in insertion loss attenuation measurements as
recorded in experiments on 1.5-cm-thick slabs of calf liver. (a) Percent
errors in sample thickness depth estimation and power measurements
with
and without sample present. Also given is square root of multiplier term
inversely proportional to product of attenuation times thickness. (b) Sum
of error components,showingtotalpercenterrorasfunction
of frequency

proaches unity, the thickness uncertainty term is influential, supporting a lower bound on attenuation uncertainty.
If measurementsaremadewithhomogeneous
rigid
samples, with accuratelyknownthicknessesmatchedto
( 2 d A = 1 ateachfredifferentfrequencysubbands
quency), then attenuation uncertainties of three percent
are achievable without further refinements of technique.

IV. CONCLUSION

Analysisofthepulsedecayabsorptiontechnique
reveals that dominant sources of error involve calibration of
peak focal intensity and determination of tissue density
andspecific heat. A calibration procedure is introduced
thatreliesonmeasurement
of mainlobebeampatterns
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and total acoustic power. Theoretical results for a baffled
piston source with apodizing lens are used
to determine
the contribution of sidelobes that strongly influence calibration but are generally noise contaminated. The use of
Gaussianleast-squares-errorcurvefit,withamplitude
weighting to emphasize the main lobe, is useful for a restricted class of symmetric apodized, focused beams. The
technique’s advantages are that: 1) sharply focussed submillimeter beamwidths may be calibrated; 2) calibrations
are obtained in situ, using the same thermocouple, sample, and positioning for both beam profile measurements
and pulse decay measurements; and 3) the overall sensitivity of pulse decay technique to errors in beamwidth estimates 0 are minimized when 0 is used to estimate both
temperature decay and peak intensity.
Thesum oferrortermscurrentlyresults
in approximately ten percent uncertainty in absorption coefficients;
however, improved knowledge of tissue density and specific heat could result in 7-percent uncertainty for homogeneous tissues, without any further refinements in technique.
A similar analysis applied to insertion loss attenuation
measurements shows that uncertainties of 5-10 percent
are typical for 2-cm thick samples of liver. However, 3percent errors are attainable for rigid slabs of homogeneous materials, without additional refinements.
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